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Introduction.

The theory of differential concomitants has been developed by Frolicher, Nijen-
huis [1], [2], [6], Schouten [9] and others.1'

Schouten [9] introduced a concomitant [P, Q] formed with tensor fields P and
Q of type (p+l, 0) and (q+1, 0) respectively, which is a tensor field of type
(p+q+1, 0).

Nijenhuis [6] introduced a concomitant [S, T] formed with a vector s-form S
and a vector /-form T which is a vector (s+ί)-form. Frolicher and Nijenhuis
[1], [2], also introduced a concomitant [S, ω] formed with a vector s-form S and a
scalar /-form ω which is a scalar (s-K)-form.

On the other hand it was found that, in the study of a differentiable mani-
fold M with an almost complex structure F, the tensor

= [FX, FY]-F[X, FY]-F[FX, Y]+F*[X, Y]

introduced by Nijenhuis [5] plays an important part. It is now well known [4]
that it is necessary and sufficient for an almost complex manifold to be complex
that the Nijenhuis tensor N formed with F vanishes identically.

Nijenhuis [6] proved also that

[F,JV]=0, [N,N]=0

and it seemed that there is no concomitant formed only with F and its partial
derivatives and being essentially distinct from N.

However Walker [13] found a tensor field of type (1,4) involving the second
partial derivatives of an almost complex structure F.

Willmore [14] introduced a tensor field W of type (1,4)
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1) The numbers between brackets refer to the Bibliography at the end of the paper.
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formed with a general tensor field F of type (1, 1) and showed that W reduces to
the skew-symmetric part of the tensor field introduced by Walker when F defines
an almost complex structure of the manifold, where A denotes a kind of inner
product introduced by Frδlicher and Nijenhuis [1].

Recently Slebodziήski [10] introduced a tensor field of type (1, 3) formed only
with an almost complex structure F and containing the second partial derivatives
of F, but Willmore [15] proved that the tensor introduced by Slebodziήski is
identically zero.

Now, in a complex manifold, the fact that the components of a vector field or
a 1-form are analytic functions of complex coordinates of the manifold has a geo-
metrical meaning. For example, in a Kahlerian manifold, a vector field whose
components are analytic functions of complex coordinates is a so-called geodesic
vector field [19] and a 1-form whose components are analytic functions of complex
coordinates is a harmonic 1-form [16]. We can call them a contravariant analytic
vector field and a covariant analytic vector field. For a tensor field, the fact that
the components are analytic functions of complex coordinates has a geometrical
meaning only when the tensor is pure [16].

The analyticity of a vector field, a 1-form or a pure tensor field can be
generalized to the almost analyticity of these geometric objects in an almost
complex manifold.

The almost analyticity of a vector field, a 1-form or a pure tensor in an
almost complex manifold is defined by the vanishing of certain quantities formed
with the components of these geometric objects.

It is known that these quantities are components of differential concomitants
formed with the almost complex structure F and these geometric objects.

The main purpose of the present paper is to generalize these differential con-
comitants and to discuss relations between these and concomitants already known.

In the sequel, we assume that the manifold, the geometric objects such as
vector fields, differential forms, and tensor fields are all of differentiability class
C°°. We denote by £Π(Λί) the sets of tensor fields of contravariant degree r and
covariant degree 5. A function belongs to £Γo(M), a vector field to 2Ί(Λf) or
briefly to 3\M) and a 1-form to £TJ(M) or briefly to £Γι(M). We use also the
notation

to denote the so-called skew-symmetric part of Sipip_l...tί (See, e.g. [9]).

§ 1. Operator ΦF(X) applied to a vector field.

We first define an operator ΦF(X) associated with a given F€£Γ}(M) and an
arbitrary Xe&KM) and applied to an arbitrary Ys3\(M) by

(1.1)
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that is,

(1. 2) Φ*(X)Y=[FX, Y]-F[X, Y].

We see that ΦF(X) Y is linear in X, but not in Y. We have in fact

(1. 3) Φr(XKgY)=g{Φτ(X)Y}+((FX)Q)Y-(XgWY

for any
When F defines an almost complex structure in M, that is, when F satisfies

F2— — /, 7 denoting the unit tensor, a vector field F which satisfies f£γF=ΰ is
said to be almost contravariant analytic. Thus a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion that a vector field F in a manifold M with almost complex structure F is
almost contravariant analytic is ΦF(X)Y=Q for any XςζίKM).

We often write Φ(X) for ΦF(X) in the sequel when it is clear that it is as-
sociated with F.

% 2. Operator ΦF(X) applied to a tensor field of type (1, 1).

Let G€£Γ}(M). We consider the expression

(2. 1) Φ(X)(GY)-G(Φ(X)Y)=(-J:GγF+Gj;YF)X,

that is,

(2. 2) Φ(XXGY)-G(Φ(X)Y)=[FX, GY}-F[X,GY]-G[FX, Y]+GF[X, F],

where X, F€£Γ}(M). By the definition, (2. 2) is linear in X, but not in F in general.
We have in fact

(2. 3) Φ(XKG(gY))-G(Φ(X)(gY»==g{Φ(XXGY)-G(Φ(X)Y)}~(XgXFG-GF)Y,

for ge£Γo(M). Thus we have

PROPOSITION 2. 1. L0ί Ge£Γl(M). 7%0 expression (2. 2) fs /m00r m -X" ^wί/ F
defines a tensor field €ζΓl(M) if and only if FG=GF.

Thus, if the condition FG=GF is satisfied, we put

(2. 4) Φ(XXGY)-G(Φ(X)Y)=(Φ(X)G)Y=(ΦG)(X, F).

Since FG=GF is trivially satisfied for F=G, we have

COROLLARY 2. 1. (Φ(X)F)Y defines a tensor field €£Γi(Af).

Since

(Φ(X)F) F=Φ(X)(FF)-F(Φ(Z) F)

F],
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(Φ(X)F)Y is nothing but the Nijenhuis tensor N(X, Y) constructed from F:

(.2. 5)

When F is an almost complex structure in M, a tensor field Ge£Γί(M) which
satisfies FG=GF is said to be pure. Thus we have

COROLLARY 2.2. If G is a pure tensor € 3"}(M) in a manifold M with almost
complex structure F, then (Φ(X)G) Y defines a tensor field

When (Φ(X)G)Y=Q for a pure tensor Ge£Π(M) and for any X, F€£r}(M),M
being a manifold with almost complex structure F, G is said to be almost analytic.

Equation (2. 3) shows that

(2. 6) ΦF(X)(G Y)-G(ΦF(X) Y)+ΦG(X)(FY)-F(ΦG(X) Y)

is linear in J£ and Y. Thus we have

PROPOSITION 2. 2. Let F, GeSΊW). 7%0 expression (2.6) defines a tensor
field €21(Af).

Since

ΦF(X)(G Y)-G(ΦF(X) Y)+ΦG(X)(FY)-F(ΦG(X) F)

F]

F],

the expression (2. 6) is nothing but the torsion [F, G](-3Γ, F) of F and G:

ΦF(X)(G Y)-G(ΦF(X) Y)+ΦG(X)(FY)-F(ΦG(X)Y)
(2.7)

Γ, F).

On the other hand, we have from (2. 3)

Φ(fX}(G(g Y))-G(Φ(fX)(g F))-(% Y)(G(fX»+G(Φ(g YXfX))

=fg{Φ(XXGY)-G(Φ(X)Y)-Φ(Y)(GX)+G(Φ(Y)X)}-(FG-GF)(f(Xg)Y-g(Yf)X).

This equation and

\fX, gY]=fg[X, Y}+f(Xg)Y-g(Yf)X

show that

(2. 8) Φ(X)(GY)-G(Φ(X)Y)-Φ(Y)(GX)+G(Φ(Y)X)+(FG-GF)[X, Y]

is linear in X and F This also coincides with the torsion [F, G](X, F) of F
and G,
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REMARK 2. 1. Let Xh, Yh, Ft

h and Gf1 be components of X, Y, F and G
respectively with respect to a natural coordinate system in M. Then the expres-
sion (2. 1) has components

(2.9) (F/d^-Gi'd^+Gα^i^

This equation shows, as Proposition 2. 1 says, that

(2. 10) (F,

are components of a tensor field of type (1, 2) when the condition FG=GF is
satisfied.

But (2. 9) shows also that

{(F, G)y,*-(F,

are components of a vector field for any Xh and FΛ and consequently

(2. 11) (F, GVMF, G),/

are components of a tensor field of type (1, 2), skew-symmetric in j and /, without
the condition FG=GF. This coincides with the torsion tensor [F, G]:

(2.12) (F,G)-(G,F)=[F,G].

% 3. Operator ΦF(X) applied to a tensor field of type (1, 2).

Let Seζ[\(M). We consider the expression

Φ(X)(S(Y, Z))-S(Φ(X)Y, Z)-S(Y, Φ(X}Z)
(3.1)

, Z)+S(Y,

that is,

Φ(X)(S(Y, Z))-S(Φ(X)Y, Z)-S(Y, Φ(X)Z)
(3.2)

=[FX, S(Y, Z)]-F[X, S(Y, Z)]-S([FX, Y]-F[X, Y], Z)-S(Y, [FX, Z]-F[X, Z])

for any X, Y,ZeSl(M).
By the definition, (3. 1) is linear in X, but not in F and Z in general. We

have in fact

Φ(X}(S(gY, hZ))-S(Φ(X)(gY), hZ)-S(gY, Φ(X)(hZ))

(3. 3) =gh{Φ(X)(S( Y, Z))-S(Φ(X) Y, Z)-S( Y, Φ(X)Z)}

-(X(gK))F(S(Y, Z))+(Xg)hS(FY, Z)+g(Xh)S(Y, FZ}

for any g, he%l(M). Thus we have
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PROPOSITION 3. 1. Let Se3l(M). The expression (3. 1) is linear in X, Y and
Z and defines a tensor field e£Π(M) if and only if S satisfies

(3. 4) F(S(Y, Z))=S(FY, Z)=S(Y, FZ)

for any Y, Ze3Ί(M).
Thus if the condition (3. 4) is satisfied, we put

Φ(X)(S(Y, Z))-S(Φ(X)Y, Z)-S(Y, Φ(X)Z)

(3.5) =(Φ(X)S)(Y, Z)

=(ΦS)(X, Y, Z).

When F is an almost complex structure in M, an Se£Π(M) which satisfies
(3. 4) is said to be pure. Thus we have

COROLLARY 3. 1. If S is a pure tensor e £Π(M ) in M with almost complex
structure F, (3. 1) defines a tensor field e 3Ί(M).

When (3. 1) vanishes for a pure tensor SzSKM) and for any X, Y, 2e£rj(M)
in M with almost complex structure F, S is said to be almost analytic.

On the other hand, we have from (3. 3)

Φ(fX)(S(gY, hZ)-S(Φ(fX)(gY), hZ)-S(gY, Φ(fX)(hZ))

+Φ(g Y)(S(hZ, fX))-S(Φ(g Y)(hZ), fX)-S(hZ, Φ(g Y)(fX))

+Φ(hZ)(S(fX, gY»-S(Φ(hZ)(fX), gY)-S(fX, Φ(hZ)(gY»

=fgh{Φ(X)(S(Y,.Z))-S(Φ(X)Y, Z)-S(Y, Φ(X)Z)

(3. 6) +Φ(Y)(S(Z, X))-S(Φ(Y)Z, X)-S(Z, Φ(Y)X)

+Φ(Z)(S(X, Y))-S(Φ(Z)X, Y)-S(X,Φ(Z)Y)}

-(fX(gh))F(S(Y, Z))+fh(Xg)S(FY, Z)+fg(XK)S(Y, FZ)

-(gY(hfW(S(Z, X)Hgf(Yh)S(FZ, X)+gh(Yf)S(Z, FX)

-(hZ(fg)W(S(X, Y))+hg(Zf)S(FX, Y)+hf(Zg)S(X, FY).

This equation and

F(S([fX, gY], hZ))+F(S([gY, hZ},fX))+F(S([hZ,fX], gY))

-S(F[fX, gY], hZ)-S(F[gY, hZlfX)-S(F[hZ,fX], gY)

=fgh{F(S([X, Y], Z))+F(S([Y, Z], X))+F(S([X, Z], Y))

(3. 7) -S(F[X, Y], Z)-S(F[Y, Z\ X)-S(F[Z, X], Y)}
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+(fX(gh))F(S(Y, Z))+(gY(hf)W(S(Z, X))+(hZ(fg)W(S(X, F))

-fh(Xg )S(FY, Z)-gf(Yh)S(FZ, X)-hg(Zf)S(FX, F)

+gh(Yf)S(FX, Z)+hf(Zg}S(FY, X)+fg(Xh)S(FZ, Y)

give

PROPOSITION 3. 2. The expression

C(X, Y, Z)[Φ(X)(S(Y, Z))-S(Φ(X)Y, Z)-S(Y, Φ(X)Z)
(3.8)

F], Z))+F(S(Y, [X, Z]))-S(FK F], Z)-S(Y, F[X, Z])}]

is linear in X, Y, Z and defines a tensor field € %\(M ), where C(X, Y, Z) denotes
the sum of terms obtained by applying a cyclic permutation of X, Y and Z.

The actual expression for (3. 8) is

[FX,S(Y,Z)]-F[X,S(Y,Z)]-S(ίFX, Y]-F[X, Y],Z)-S(Y,[FX,Z]-F[X,ZJ)

+[FF, S(Z, X)]-F[Y, S(Z, X)]-S([FY, Z]-F[Y, Z\ X)-S(Z, [FY, X]-F[Y, Z])

+[FZ,S(X, Y)]-F[Z,S(X, F)]-S([FZ,Z]-F[Z,Z], Y)-S(X, [FZ, Y]-F[Z, Y])

+F(9([X, F], Z))+F(S([ F, Z], Z))+F(S([Z, X], F))

Y],Z)-S(F[Y,Z],X)-S(F[Z,X], F),

if S is skew-symmetric.
We can check by an elementary but rather tedious tensor computation that,

if S(F, Z) is the Nijenhuis tensor

S(F, Z)=[FF, FZ]-F[Y, FZ]-F[FY, Z]+F2[Y, Z]

then the expression (3. 8) is identically zero.
Thus

PROPOSITION 3. 3. The expression (3. 8) is identically zero for F and S(X, F)
=N(X, F).

REMARK 3. 1. Let Xh, Yh, Zh, Ff and S^ be components of X, F, Z, F and
S respectively with respect to a natural coordinate system in M. Then the ex-
pression (3. 2) has components

Fα%Syί

α-S^^
(3.9)

Thus (3. 9) shows, as Proposition 3. 1 says, that
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(3. 10) (F, %*Λ=F*βdβSy*Λ-F«^^^

are components of a tensor field of type (1, 3) when the conditions

421

are satisfied.
On the other hand, (3. 9) shows that,

3(F, , Y]'Z*+[Y, ZyX*+[Z,

and consequently

(3. 11) (F,

are components of a tensor field of type (1, 3), skew-symmetric in k, j and i,
without the condition (3. 4). For a skew-symmetric tensor S, this tensor is equal
to [F, S] introduced by Nijenhuis and was proved to be zero when S is the Nijen-
huis tensor formed with F ([6]).

The expression (3. 11) can be written as

^

WV-^

when S is skew-symmetric.
As Willmore [15] showed it, this reduces to the tensor introduced by Slebod-

ziήski ([10]) when F is an almost complex structure and S is the Nijenhuis tensor
formed with F, and hence the Slebodziάski tensor is identically zero.

§ 4. Operator ΦF(X) applied to a tensor field of type (1, s).

Let Te&KM). We consider the expression

ι, F2, , YS))-T(Φ(X)Y1> F.,-, Ys) ----- Γ(Fι, Y2,. ,Φ(X)Ys)
(4.1)

that is,

(4.2)

lf Fa >.. , Ys))-T(Φ(X)Ylf F,,- , F.) ----- T(Yι, Yι, ,Φ(X)Y9)

, T(Flf F8, -, F.)]-FK Γ(Fi, Fa> -, F.)]

([FX; FJ, F2, -, F,)+Γ(FK FiL F«, -, F.)

Γ(Flf Yt,. ;[FX, FJ)+Γ(Fι, F2, . ,FK FJ)
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for X,Yίt F2, , F.6£ΓJ(M).
By the definition, (4.2) is linear in X, but not in Ylt F2, •••, Ys in general. We

have in fact

, -,gsYs))-T(Φ(X)(g1Y1),g,Y2, -,g.Y.)

gs){Φ(X)(T(Y1, Yt, .», F.))-Γ(Φ(A )Flf F,, -, F,)
(4.3)

----- T(Y1,Y,,-,Φ(X)YS)}

ι, F2, -, Ys))+(Xgί)g2 - g,T(FYlt F2, -, F.)

O.T(Ylt FF2, -, F.)+-+flFlflr, - (Aff.)Γ(F,, F,, -, ίT.)

for s i, g2, •• ,flrs€2'2(M). Thus we have

PROPOSITION 4. 1. Lei Γe£Π(M). The expression (4.2) is /meαr in X, YI, Y2,
•••, Ys and defines a tensor field €£Γi+ι(M) if and only if T satisfies

F(T(Ylt F,, -, F.))=Γ(FF,, F,, -, F.)

= T(Y1,FY2,-,YS)
(4.4)

= Γ(Fι,Fϊ>-,FFI).

Thus, if (4.4) is satisfied, we put

Φ(X)(T(Y1, Fϊt -, YS))-T(Φ(X)Y1, F,, -, F.) ----- Γ(Fι, F,, -,Φ(X)TS)

(4.5) =(Φ(Z)ΓXF1( F,, , F.)

=(ΦT)(X, FL F,, -, F.).

When F is an almost complex structure in M, a Γe3"KM) which satisfies
(4.4) is said to be pure. Thus we have

COROLLARY 4. 1. If T is a pure tensor £3l(M) in M with almost complex
structure F, (4.2) defines a tensor field e2"itι(M).

When (4. 2) vanishes for a pure tensor Γ€2Ί,(M) for any X, Fi, F2, ••-, F,€£r5(M),
Γ is said to be almost analytic (See, for example, [7], [11], [16]).

On the other hand, we have from (4. 3)

C(fX, (

ΛFι)f <?2F2, -, g-sFs) ----- ΓtoiFi, s-2F2, ..-, Φ(fX)(gsYs))]
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=C(X, Fi, F2,..-, YύlfgM - g.{Φ(XχΓ(Fι, F2, -, Fs))

-Γ(Φ(JSΓ)Fι, F2, , F.) Γ(Fι, F2, ,ΦCX)Fβ)}]

/Ύ/*y n v /» v Λ v\\f fYfrt /» /Ύ ^T^CT^cv v V Λ Λ— ̂ •Λ./ Λ * yi JL i, yg -* 2> '"> ys-t ίJLw-^ \»1»2 * * * us))" \J \ * lί •*• 2y *"> •* s//^

-f(XQUQ*'" QsT(FYly F2,..-, Fs) /g! .. X(g9)T(Yι, F2, - FF.)],

from which we have

PROPOSITION 4. 2.

/Ύ V V V' \T/T)ΐ V\f T*f V V V ^O^-Λ., J: i, * , J: s)m/\ Λ )\-L (.J ly •*• 2> "*> J- s))

(4. 6) -ZWaOFi, FΛ -, F.) Γ(Fι, F,, -, Φ(Jf)F5)
•1 s

7" rv V Ί vr^^_ι_7YT1 zrrv vi V M Ic i, •", ι*Λ., J. ίj, *", J: ίJJT" -t v-i ι> "') Γ [.Λ, -£ ίj, '•*, J: s)f J

fs linear in X, Fi, •••, F5 β:̂ J defines a tensor field e£Π+ι(M), ^ r̂̂  C(Jζ Fi, •••, Fβ)
denotes the sum of terms obtained by applying a cyclic permutation of X, Fi, •••, Fs.

REMARK 4.1. Let J£Λ, FΛ •••, Ys

h,Fih and Γ,,...tl

Λ be components of X,Yl9

•••, Fs, F and T respectively with respect to a natural coordinate system in M.
Then the expression (4.2) has components

(F*β3αΓyf...i1

ft-Fα*3*Γyi..y1

β--Γyβ...<1

β3αF**

(4. 7) +ίτJ,...ΛwJfdJf1f')XkY^ - Y^

+ Σ (ίyί

β3r>f...α...y1

Λ-Fα*Γy,.../1

β)FlΛ - (X^F^O •- FΛ
ί = l

Thus (4. 7) shows, as Proposition 4. 1 says, that

are components of a tensor field of type (1, s+1) when the conditions

F^T)r.Jl

Λ=FJ TJr^.)^ (/=!, 2, -.., s)

are satisfied.
On the other hand, (4. 7) shows that

(s+lXF,

K F«P - F.Λ

χ» - [F» FJ' -
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and consequently, we see that

(4. 9) (s+lXF, T\k,,..,J

are components of a tensor field of type (1, 5+1), skew-symmetric in all covariant
indices without the condition (4. 4).

We can easily verify that (4. 9) coincides with [F, T] introduced by Nijenhuis
([β]), when T is skew-symmetric.

§5. Operator Φ(X) applied to a 1-form.

Let ω€£Γί(M). We consider the expression

(FX)(ω(Y))-X(ω(FY))-ω(Φ(X)Y)
(5.1)

where X, F€£ΓJ(M) and the 1-form ω°F is defined by

(ω°F)(Y)=w(FY)

for any Ye2l(M).
The expression (5. 1) shows that the 1-form

(5. 2) Φ(X)ω=j:Pzω-j:z(ω'F)

is linear in X and consequently we have

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let <w€£Γι(M). Then the expression (5.2) defines a tensor
field of type (0, 2).

We shall write

(5. 3) (Φ(X}ω)(Y)=(Φω)(X, F).

When F is an almost complex structure in M, a 1-form ω satisfying Φ(X)ω—Q
for any X£%\(M) is said to be almost covariant analytic.

REMARK 5. 1. Let Xh, Yh, FΛ ωi be components of X, F, F, ω respectively with
respect to a certain natural coordinate system in M Then the expression (5. 1)
has components

This shows, as Proposition 5. 1 says, that

(5. 4) (F, o>)ji=F3

adaωi-Fz

adjωa,-ωa(djF1

a-dίFJ'
1)

are components of a tensor field of type (0,2).
The (F, ω)ji is not skew-symmetric in j and i in general. We have
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(F, ω)fi-(F, ώ)ij=[F, ω]ji-[I, ω F}si

in the notation of Frolicher and Nijenhuis ([1], [2]), / being the unit tensor.

§ 6. Operator Φ(X) applied to a tensor field of type (0, 2).

Let 0€£Γ!!(M). We consider the expression

(FXW(Y, Zy>-X(θ(FY, Z))-Θ(Φ(X)Y, Z)-Θ(Y, Φ(X)Z)
(6.1)

; Z)+Θ(Y,

where X, F,Z€£Π(M) and the tensor Θ°F is defined by

(6.2) (Θ FXY,Z)=Θ(FY,Z)

for any F,Z€£ΓJ(M).
By the definition, (6. 1) is linear in X, but not in Y and Z in general. We have

in fact

, hZ))-X(θ(F(gY), hZ))-θ(Φ(X)(gY\ hZ)-θ(gY, Φ(X)(hZ))

(6. 3) =gh{(FXW(Y, Zy)-X(θ(FY, Z))-Θ(Φ(X)Y, Z)-Θ(Y, Φ(X)Z)}

-g(XhW(FY, Z)-Θ(Y, FZ)\

where 0,λ€£Γo(M). Thus we have

PROPOSITION 6. 1. Let 0€£Π(M). The expression (6.1) is linear in X, Y and
Z and defines a tensor field € 2l(M) if and only if the tensor field θ satisfies

(6.4) Θ(FY,Z)=Θ(Y,FZ)

for any F,Z€£Γί(M).

Thus if (6. 4) is satisfied, we put

(FXW(Y, Z))-X(Θ(FY, Z))-Θ(Φ(X)Y, Z)-Θ(Y, Φ(X)Z)
(6.5)

, Y,Z).
When F is an almost complex structure in M, a tensor field θsΉKM) which

satisfies (6.4) is said to be pure. Thus we have

COROLLARY 6. 1. If θ is a pure tensor field s^KM) in M with almost com-
plex structure F, then (6.1) defines a tensor field

When this tensor vanishes, θ is said to be almost analytic.
On the other hand, (6. 3) shows that
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C(X, Y, Z)[(FX)(Θ( F, Z))-X(Θ(FY9 Z))-Θ(Φ(X) F, Z)-θ( F, Φ(X)Z)

+ {Θ(Y, F[X, Z])-Θ(FY, [X, Z])}]

is linear in X, Y, Z and defines a tensor field of type (0, 3), where C(X, Y, Z)
denotes the sum of terms obtained by applying a cyclic permutation of X, F, Z.

REMARK 6. 1. Let Xh, Yh, ZΛ, Ff and θsi be components of X, F, Z, F and 0
respectively with respect to a natural coordinate system in M. Then the expres-
sion (6. 1) has components

(6.6)

The equation (6. 6) shows, as Proposition 6. 1 says, that

(6. 7) (F, θ)tίt=Fk

adaffji-dk(θatFJ

a)+θjadiF,/l+θaidjFk

a

are components of a tensor field of type (0, 3) when the condition

n 77* a, _ c\ 77* α.
VjaΓt — Ua,iΓ j

is satisfied.
But (6. 6) shows also that

(F,

are components of a tensor field of type (0, 3), skew-symmetric in k, j, i without
the condition (6.4).

If the tensor θ is a 2-form, then the tensor above coincides with that in-
troduced by Frδlicher and Nijenhuis ([!]). In their notation, it is

3(F,

§ 7. Operator Φ(X) applied to a tensor field of type (0, s).

Let τr€£ΠC&0 We consider the expression

(FX)(π(Yly F2, .", Ys))-X(π(FYlt F2, .

-π(Φ(X)Ylf F2, -, F.)) ----- π(Yly F2,

(7. 1) =Urχπ-j:x(πoF))(Ylt F2, -, F.)

., -.., F.) ----- π(FFι, F2, -,
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By the definition, (7.1) is linear in X, but not in Ylt Y2, , Y, in general.
We have in fact

, g»Y» -, g!Y,))-X(π(F(g1Y1), g,Y2, -, g,Y,))

-π(Φ(X)(9l Y,), fl-2 F,, -, gs F.) ----- π(g, Yi, v Y ,-, Φ(X)(g, F.))

XK*(Y1, Y», -, YM-XteFY* F,, -, Ys))

(7. 2) -π(Φ(X)Y,, Y,, -, Y.) ----- π(Ylt Yz, -, Φ(X)YS)}

gMFYlt Y» -, Yύ-πtYtoFYt, -, Y.))

Λ&KFΓi, Y» -, Ys)-π(Ylt Y2,

ι, F2, -,FY,y),

where gi, gz, •• ,gs^3°(M). Thus we have

PROPOSITION 7. 1. Let πzSKM). The expression (7.1) is linear in X, YI, F2,
•••, Ys and defines a tensor field ζ3Ί+1(M) if and only if the tensor π satisfies

π(FYlt F2) ..-, Fs)=π(F1>JPF2, -, F.)

(7. 3)

=π(F1)F2,.. ,FFs)

for any Y,, F2, -, Y^

When F is an almost complex structure in M, a tensor field π e2'0s(M) which
satisfies (7. 3) is said to be pure. Thus we have

COROLLARY 7. 1. If π is a pure tensor field e 3\(M) in M with almost com-
plex structure F, then (7.1) defines a tensor field e£Π.n(M).

When this tensor field vanishes, π is said to be almost analytic.
On the other hand, (7.2) shows

C(X, F!, F2, »., F.)[(fXXπ(Fιf F,, -, F^-XWFFi, F,, -, F,))

(7. 4) -π(Φ(X)Yι, F2, ..-, F.) ----- jKFi, F2, -, Φ(X)Yί)

, Flf -, [Ft_ι, FJ, -, F.)-Λ(A; F,, -,F[F,_ι, Ft], -, F.)}]

is linear in X, Yly •••, Fs and defines a tensor field of type (0,5+1), where
C(Jζ Fi, •••, Ys) denotes the sum of terms obtained by applying a cyclic permuta-
tion of X, Fι, , Ys.
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REMARK 7.1. Let Xh, FΛ •••, FΛ FΛ π^..^ be components of X9Yl9—9 Fs, F, π
with respect to a natural coordinate system in M. Then the expression (7.1) has
components

JF^απ^-d^
(7. 5)

s

ί = 2

Equation (7.5) shows, as Proposition 7.1 says, that

5

+ V~1 Λ 77* tt
/ I *^jg" &"'jl^j£* fc

are components of a tensor field of type (0, 5+1) when the conditions

πjs...a...j1Fjt

a=πajs_1...j1Fjs

a' (£=1, 2, •••, 5—1)

are satisfied. But (7. 5) shows also that

are components of a tensor field of type (0, 5+1), skew-symmetric in all indices,
without the condition (7.2).

In the notation of Frolicher and Nijenhuis, we have

if π is skew-symmetric.

§ 8. Operator Ψ8(X, F) applied to a vector field.

We next define an operator ¥S(X, Y) or simply ¥(X, F), associated with a fixed
and arbitrary X, Fe£Γί(M), which is applied to an arbitrary Z€ 3Ί(M) and

gives a vector field

(8. 1) W F)Z= -UzSKX, F),

that is,

(8. 2) TO F)Z=[S(X, F), Z]-S([X, Z], Y)-S(X, [F, Z]).

We see from (8. 1) that Ψ(X9 Y)Z is linear in X and F, but not in Z in
general. We have in fact

(8. 3) W(X, Y)(hZ)=h(Ψ(X, Y)Z)+((S(X, Y))K)Z-(XK)S(Z, Y)-(YK)S(X, Z)

for any /j€£ΓS(M).
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§ 9. Operator Ψ(X, Y) applied to a tensor field of type (1, 1).

Let Fΐ3\(M). We consider the expression

(9. 1) Ψ(X, Y)(FZ)-F(Ψ(X, Y)Z)=(-jCFzS+Fj:zS)(X, Y),

that is,

Ψ(X, Y)(FZ)-F(Ψ(X, Y)Z)

(9. 2) =[S(X, Y), FZΊ-S([X, FZl Y)-S(X, [Y, FZ])

-F{[S(X, Y),Z]-S([X,Z], Y)-

By the definition, (9. 1) is linear in X and Y but not in Z in general. We
have in fact

Ψ(X, Y)(F(hZ) )-F(Ψ(X,

(9. 3) =h{Ψ (X, Y)(FZ)-F(Ψ(X, Y)Z)}

-(Xh)(S(FZ, Y)-F(S(Z, Y)»-(Yh)(S(X,FZ)-F(S(X,Z))).

Thus we have

PROPOSITION 9. 1. The expression (9. 2) defines a tensor field of type (1, 3) if
and only if F satisfies

(9. 4) F(S(Y, Z))=S(FY, Z)=S(Y, FZ).

Thus if (9.4) are satisfied, we put

Ψ(X, Y)(FZ)-F(Ψ(X, Y)Z)
(9.5)

=(Ψ(X, Y)F)Z=(ΨF)(X, Y,Z).

If (9.4) are satisfied, then (3.2) can be written as

(Φ(X)S)(Y,Z)

(9. 6) =[FX, S(Y, Z)]-F[X, S(Y, Z)]-S([FX, Y], Z)

+F(S([X, Y], Z))-S(Y, [FX, Z])+F(S(Y, [X,

Thus (9. 2) and (9. 6) show that

(9. 7) (Φ(X)S)(Y, Z)+(Ψ(Y, Z)F)X=0,

when (9.4) are satisfied.
Coming back to the general case, we have from (9.3)
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Ψ(fX, gY)(F(hZ))-F(Ψ(fX,gY)(hZ))

=fgh{Ψ(X, Y)(FZ)-F(Ψ(X, Y)Z)}-fg(Xh)S(FZ, Y)

-fg(YK)S(X,FZ)+fg(Xh)F(S(Z, Y))+fg(YK)F(S(X,Z)),

from which

Ψ(fX, gY)(F(hZ))-F(Ψ(fX, gY)(hZ))+Ψ(gY, hZ)(F(fX))

-F(Ψ(gY,hZ)(fX))+Ψ(hZ,fX)(F(gY))-F(Ψ(hZ,fX)(gY))

=fgh{Ψ(X, Y)(FZ)-F(Ψ(X, Y)Z)+Ψ(Y,Z)(FX)

-F(Ψ(Y, Z)X)+W(Z, X)(FY)-F(Ψ(Z, X)Y)}
(9.8)

-fg(Xh)S(FZ, Y)-fg(YK)S(X,FZ)+fg(XhW(S(Z, F))

+fg(Yti)F(S(X, Z))-gh(Yf)S(FX, Z)-gh(Zf)S(Y, FX)

+gh(YfW(S(X, Z))+gh(ZfW(S(Y, X))-hf(Zg)S(FY, X)

-hf(Xg)S(Z, FY)+hf(Zg)F(S(Y, X))+hf(Xg)F(S(Z, F)).

Forming (3.6)—(9.8), we obtain

Φ(fX}(S(gY, hZ))-S(Φ(fX)(gY), hZ)-S(gY, Φ(fX)(hZ))

+Φ(gY)(S(hZ,fX))-3(Φ(gY)(hZ),fX)-S{hZ,Φ(gY)(fX))

+Φ(kZ)(S(fX,gY))-S(Φ(hZ)(fχ ),gY)-S(fX, Φ(hZ)(gY))

-Ψ(fX,gY)(F(hZ))-F(Ψ(fX, gY)(hZ))

-Ψ(gY, hZ)(F(fX))-F(Ψ(gY, hZ)(fX))

-Ψ(hZ,fX)(F(gY))-F(Ψ(hZ,fX)(GY))

=fgh{Φ(X)(S(Y, Z))-S(Φ(X)Y, Z)-S(Y, Φ(X)Z)

+Φ(Y)(S(Z, X))-S(Φ(Y)Z, X}-S(Z, Φ(Y)X)

+Φ(Z)(S(X, Y))-S(Φ(Z)X, Y)-S(X,Φ(Z)Y)

-Ψ(X, Y)(FZ)-F(Ψ(X, Y)Z)

-Ψ(Y, Z)(FX)-F(Ψ(Y, Z)X)

-Ψ(Z, X)(FY)-F(Ψ(Z, X)Y)}

which shows that
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C(X, Y, Z)[Φ(X)(S(Y, Z))-S(Φ(X)Y, Z)-S(Γ, Φ(X)Z)
(9.9)

-Ψ(X, Y)(FZ)-Fφ(X, Y)Z)]

gives a tensor of type (1, 3), where C(X, Y, Z)[ ] means the sum of terms
obtained by a cyclic permutation of X, Y, and Z.

REMARK 9. 1. The expression (9. 2) has components with respect to a natural
coordinate system in M,

^
(9. 10)

Equation (9. 10) shows, as Proposition 9. 1 says, that

(9. 11) (S, F)*/«*= -F/dαSy^-Sα^F/^

are components of a tensor field of type (1, 3) when the conditions

are satisfied.
But (3.10) shows,

Thus, when the tensor S#Λ is a vector-valued 2-form, the tensor (9. 9) is equal
to 2[F, SI.

§ 10. Operator ¥(X, Y) applied to a tensor field of type (1, s).

Let Γ€£Γί(M). We consider the expression

(10. 1) ¥(X, Y)(T(ZltZ2) ...,Z.y)-ΊW(X, Y)ZlfZ2, .~,ZS) ----- T(ZlfZ2, ...,Ψ(X, Y)ZS)

==(~J^T(.Z^Z2l," ,Zs )S)(X1 Y)

+ T((jCZlS)(X, Y), Z,, -, Z.)+- + T(Zlt Z» ••; UZsS)(X, Γ)),

that is,

Ψ(X, YKT&^Zi, -,Z,))-T(Ψ(X, TϊZltZ*, -,Z.) ----- ZX2i,2rlf -,Ψ(X, Y)ZS)

= [S(X, Y), T(ZltZ2, -,ZS)]-S([X, T(ZltZ2, -,ZS)], Y)-S(X,[Y,

(10. 2) -T([S(X, Y), Z3-S((X, Z,}, Y)-S(X,[Y, Zi]), Z,, -, Z.)

,, Z,, -, [S(X F), ZJ-SCK Z .1 F)-S(JSf, [Y, ZJ)).
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We see from (10. 1) that

Ψ(X,Y)(T(Z1,Z,, ,ZS))

-T(Ψ(X, Y)Zlt ...,Z.) ----- T(ZltZz, -,Ψ(X, Y)ZS)

is linear in X and Y, but not in ZltZz, -- ,Z3 in general. We have in fact

Ψ(X, FXΓ^Zα, hzZ*, .», hέά)

-T(Ψ(X, ΓXfcZ,), fhZz, •-, hsZs) ----- TOhZlt hzZz, -, Ψ(X, Y)(hsZs))

=(hιh* - hs){Ψ(X, Y)(T(Zι,Z*, ...,Z«»

- T(Ψ(X, Γ)Zι, Z*, -, Z,) ----- T(Zt, Zΐt -, Ψ(X,

- h,(S(T(Zlt Z2, »., Z,\ Y)- T(S(Zl, Y), Z2, -, Zs))

- h,(S(T(Z1, Zz, -, Zs), Y)- T(Zlt S(Z2, Y), .... ZίS)
(10. 3)

,, ZΛ -, Zs), Y)-T(Zlt Z,, -, S(Z,, F))

hs(S(X, T(Zlt Z* -, Zift- T(S(X, ZJ, Z» -, Zs))

h,(S(X, T(Z1, Zt, -, Zύ)-T(Zlt S(X, Z2) Z,))

(Yhs)(S(X,

Thus we have

PROPOSITION 10. 1. 7%e expression (10. 1) is /meαr m Jί, F, Zi, •••, Zs αwrf defines
a tensor field of type (1, s+2) if and only if T satisfies

SCΓ(Zlf Zfc -, ZΛ F)= Γ(Z!, -, S(Z«, F), .», Z.),

(10. 4) S(X, T(Zίt Z,, -, Zs))= T(Zι, -, S(X, Zt\ •-, Zs)

REMARK 10. 1. The expression (10. 1) has following components with respect
to a natural coordinate system in M.

{s...fl

+ Σ τts...a
t=l

(10. 5)

+ Σ (
(=1
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This equation shows, as Proposition 10. 1 says, that

(S,

are components of a tensor field of type (1, 5+2) when the conditions

ηn αo u _ ηn hO a
J. iS'. iι Oaj — •*• zs (t' 4ι *~>itJ »

-L ^s•••^ι

are satisfied.
If S and T are both skew-symmetric, we can show that

(s+2)(S,

are components of a tensor field without condition (10.2). Moreover we have, by
a straightforward computation,

in Nijenhuis' notation.

§ 11. Operator Ψ(X9 Y) applied to a 1-f orm.

In this and next sections, we always assume that the S is a vector-valued
2-form.

Let ω€£Γ?(M). We consider the expression

Y))(a>(Z))-X(ω(S(Z, Y)»-

, Y],Z))-ω(Ψ(X, Y)Z)
(11. 1)

, Y)

where X, Y,Zζ<3;i(M} and the tensor ω°S is defined by

(ω S)(X, Y)=ω(S(X, Y))

for any X, F€£ΓJ(M).
Since we have

(fX)(ω(S(Z,gY)})-(gY)(ω(S(fX, Z)))-

=(fg){Xω(S(Z, Y»-Y(ω(S(X,Z)))-ω(S([X, F],

we se,e that (11. 1) is linear irj X and Y,
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We see also that (11. 1) is linear in Z. Thus we have

PROPOSITION 11. 1. The expression (11. 1) is linear in X, F, Z and defines a
tensor field of type (0, 3).

We sometimes denote this tensor field by

, Y,Z).

REMARK 11. 1. The expression (11. 1) has following components with respect
to a natural coordinate system

(S, ω)tyi=S*/*dαωί-d*(^^

from which we have,

3(S, ω)CA;yί]=[S, ω]kji— 2[/, ω°S\kji

in the notation of Frolicher and Nijenhuis.

§ 12. Operator W(X, Y) applied to a tensor field of type (0, s).

Let π€£Γ5(M). We consider the expression

(12. 1)

where

(π S)(X, Zly Z2, -.., Zs)=π(S(X, Z,\ Z2, •-, Z.).

This expression defines a tensor field of type (0, 5+2) if and only if

(12. 2) =π(S(Zl9 Y\ Z* -, X9 -, Z.)

REMARK 12. 1. Expression (12. 1) has local components

— Σ
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So

(12. 4)

are components of a tensor field of type (0, s+2) under the condition (12. 2).
We have

in the notation of Frδlicher and Nijenhuis.
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